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H IS set of cigarette cards issued
by W. D. & H. O. Wills and listed
at 3s., is found in most collections.
However, this is not surprising as
George V was a great king. But if you
have not included this set, buy now while
the price is low.

CARDS IN CIRCULATION

KING GEORGE V
At nine o'clock on 9th May 1910, there
appeared on the balcony of St. James's
Palace abrilliant gathering. Preceded by
State trumpeters came the Duke of
Norfolk, Earl Marshal of England,
accompanied by Kings of Arms, Heralds
and Pursuivants, in ceremonial tabards.
The trumpeters sounded a flourish, and

On card No. 21 we see the King reviewing the Fleet at Spithead on 26th
July 1924.
After a critical illness George V enjoyed ashort outing on II
th March 1929,
in the grounds of Craigweil House,
Bognor. On Card 33 we see him in the
bath-chair once used by Queen Victoria.
His escort is Queen Mary.
The King and Queen Mary are shown
in the Royal Yacht Britannia' on card
No. 32.
This series of 50 was issued in 1935.
Garter King of Arms read the Proclamation announcing that the Crown had
'solely and rightfully come to the High
and Mighty Prince George' — (card No.
I.)
George V was crowned in Westminster
Abbey on 22nd June, 1911 — (card No.
2.)
The corner stone of the Victory Tower
of Parliament Buildings, Ottawa, was
laid by the Prince of Wales (Duke of
Windsor) on 1st September 1919 — (card
No. 9.)
On 11th November 1920, the Cenotaph, commemorating all the valour and
loss of World War I, was unveiled by the
King in Whitehall — (card No. 11.)
Something of the old pageantry of the
Thames was revived when the King
opened, on 8th July 1921, the spacious
Dock at Woolwich that bears his name
— (card No. 14.)

FROM NEAR AND FAR
FERDINAND
WETZELS of
Aachen, Couvenstr. II, Germany, has
sent a souvenir sheet of the Beethoven
pictorials of 1959. He collects beer labels
and stamps and would like pen friends
from all parts.
'1 live in the Himalayas — 1,000 feet
up — 'writes A. C. D A SS, Snow View
Palace. King George's School, Chail,
Simla Hills, India. We have the highest
cricket ground in the world. My father is
adoctor. Ihave two brothers. Please ask
readers from all over the world to write
to me.'
GEORGE LINDSAY (see photo)
collects stamps, postcards and flags. He is
a toy maker by trade, but due to health
reasons sold his business afew years ago.

George Lindsay
'I am interested in tape recording. My
two sons, Robert (age Il) and John (age
8) also collect stamps and cards', writes
Mr Lindsay, v. ho would like pen friends
throughout the world. Write to 4
Castleview Terrace, Torthorwald, Dumfries, Scotland.
VICTOR CHERNOV, U.S.S.R.
Shakhti — 10, Rosto‘skai obi.. Schmidta
Str. 6-5, Russia, would like to exchange
postcards ,
Aith fellow readers.
For hotel label, exchange, write to
JULIO PORT ET, Vallhomat, 25-30IA, Barcelona 4, Spain.
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For Garden and Home

INSECTICIDE DISTRIBUTOR
By
J. 1. Logue

T

diameter hole centrally through a 31 in.
length of 1 in. diameter birch dowel
before turning the outside to the dimensions shown in the detail. Countersink
both ends of the central hole.
In assembling the parts, glue and nail
the bottom to the front piece and then
glue the nozzle in position. Coat a21 in.
by I in. strip of thin leather-cloth with
impact adhesive and also the corresponding part of the top and the top and sides
of the front piece. When tacky press
leather-cloth firmly in place and screw a

HE insecticide distributor shown
in the photograph is useful in the
garden and house for dealing with
insect pests.
As shown in the detail, the top, bottom and spring holders are cut from 1in.
plywood. A Iin. hole is cut in the top to
take a shouldered cork. Holes of tç in.
diameter are drilled in the spring holders
to fit the ends of the compression spring.

End of spring
push fit in
plywood block

diem

MATERIALS REQUIRED
Ipiece — 6 in. by 4} in. by 1an. plywood.
1piece —51 in. by 4} in. by 1in. plywood.
2pieces — Iin. by #in. Iin. plywood.
1piece — If in. by li in. by 1in. whitewood.
1— 31 in. by 1in. dia, birch dowel.
I — 11 in. long by h in. oid compression
spring.
I—
in. butt hinge and }in. screws.
1piece — 15 in. by 3 in. leather-cloth.
1piece — 21 in. by Iin. leather-cloth.
Cork, glue, impact adhesiie and tacks.

in front of the filling hole just clear of the
opening. Leave until the glue has
hardened before fitting the leather-cloth
bellows. A strip of thin leather-cloth 15 in.
by 3in, is required for the bellows. Coat
the plywood edges and front with impact
adhesive and also the leather-cloth.
When tacky, press the leather-cloth
firmly to the plywood edges and reinforce with tacks spaced about one inch
apart. Trim around the edges of, the
leather-cloth with a sharp knife.
Fitted with suitable handles, the
article could of course be used as fire
bellows.

wide strip of
leather cloth under
hinge

Shouldered cork
tight fit in
filling hole
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FRONT

The front is a It in. by II in. by
in.
piece of whitewood with the sides
tapered to match the plywood bottom
and a in. diameter hole is drilled as
shown to take the nozzle.
To make the nozzle, drill a I in.

Turned nozzle glued
to front
.

Bottom glued and
nailed to front piece

A PINCUSHION'
WALL CABINET
By
T. S. Richmond

then stain and varnish, finally lining
the interior with flock paper.
In panel 5cut out the 3¡ in. diameter
round portion as seen in Fig. 2. This disc
is later replaced for the pincushion back.
Prepare full-size patterns of figure and
drum (7) and arm (8), enlarging the

C

UT fretwood units by numbers —
1, 2, 3, 4 — and assemble in
order as shown in Fig. 1, to construct this handy cabinet with shelves
for sewing requisites. Glasspaper smooth,

Fg. 3—B-Black, BI-Blue, R-Red, Y- Yellow W- White, P-Pink.
Paint front panel pale blue
Fig. 1

squares in Fig. 3to
in. Use a pair of
compasses for the 4 in. diameter ring.
Cut around outlines, using 1
3
6 in. wood,
and cut out the inner disc of waste wood.
Glue the overlay to piece 5 with the
drummer to the left of the opening.
Then fix piece 8 in position as the
illustration shows. Paint in bright colours as suggested and leave to dry before
commencing on the pincushion.
Obtain pieces of white silk and thin
linen about 5 in. square, and a 1 in.
layer of cotton wool, 4in. square. Glue
the wool to the face side of disc 6 and
trim neatly around with scissors.
Place piece 5face down, and first place
the piece of silk and then the linen
directly over the hole. Set the disc with
the wool pad on top of this, and press
the wood firmly into the hole, flush with
the back, so that the pincushion takes
• Continued on page 121
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Instructions for making

A FULLY-SPRUNG HAND CART

A

HAND cart, or trailer for a
bicycle, complete with sprung
wheels and shock absorbers, is a
useful piece of equipment, particularly
for the allotment holder whose plot is a
bicycle ride away from the house.
The dimensions of the body depend on
the pair of wheels and length of axle
available. The example illustrated on the
front page used apair of 8in. diam. wheels
and axle from apush chair, which allowed
a 12 in. wide and 24 in. long body platform. This platform A is made of 1 in.
thick wood. The axle and wheels are
screwed to a 1ft. square of ¡ in. thick
wood B which is hinged as shown to one
end of section A.
Two compression springs C, about
2 in. long and 1in, in diameter, which
can be obtained from a good ironmonger, are then held in position with
staples between the hinged sections. A
small metal plate or tin lid at the end of
the spring will prevent it from damaging
the wood surface on which it bears.
If the cart is lifted off the ground, the
staples will have to carry the weight of
the lower hinged section and wheels,
which is not desirable. To obviate this,
a length of expanding curtain wire with
hooks in each end is fixed as shown D,
running from eyes in the edge of the
lower hinged section through two eyes in
the underside of the body platform.
The wire should be taut, so that it
damps out the rebound of the springs as
the wheels pass over a bump, forming a
simple shock absorber. The strength of
the springs and the tension of the wire
will have to be judged to suit the load
which the cart is to carry.
The mud-wings E are made from two
halves of a toffee or biscuit tin, which
should be slightly larger than the diameter of the wheels. The two halves are
screwed to the sides of the body platform in such a position that the wheels
do not rub against them even when the
springs are compressed by the load
carried.
The 1 ft. high body sides can be of
plywood or hardboard built on a
1in. by 1in. stripwood frame. If low,
open sides are fitted, one end should
nevertheless be 1ft. high, to support the
shafts of 2in. by 1in. wood, F, shaped
at the ends to form comfortable handles.
If the trailer is to be pulled by a
bicycle, no shafts are fitted, but a
length of 1in. wide flat steel strip is used
instal. It is bent to the shape shown, G,
actual lengths depending on the size of
wheels on both trailer and cycle. The
strip is drilled and bolted to the under-

side of the body platform, and the other
end is attached to the cycle in the following way.
A bracket H is screwed to the saddle
pillar as shown, the end of the towing

play in the connection for the cycle and
trailer to be at an angle to each other for
cornering, also that the cycle can lean
over at an angle while the trailer stays
upright.

strip hooked behind it, and% strong split
pin used to hold it in place. The pin
should be of smaller diameter than the
holes in the two metal brackets, for it is
important to ensure that there is enough

A two-tone finish in gloss enamel
looks smart, the body being one colour
and the shafts or mud-wings another;
the trailer can also be painted to match
the colours of the tow ing bicycle.

• Continued from page 120

'PINCUSHION' WALL CABINET
shape within the 'drum' overlay (Fig. 2).
Cut a piece of cardboard slightly less
than the size of the panel and cover this
with fancy material. Then glue or staple
this to cover the back of the pincushion.
Pivot the complete panel to the cabinet
front with two fine panel pins (P)
which revolve in holes (H) or hinge the
door with small fancy hinges.
Add a catch for fastening the door
and also, if desired, a round handle.
For hanging this handy pincushion
novelty on the wall, attach two small
hangers to the back of the cabinet.
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LIST OF PARTS
(Ili in. wood)
1. 6 in. by 61 in.
2. 21 in. by 71 in. (cut two)
3. 2} in. by 6 in. (two)
4. If in. by 6 in. (two)
5. 6 in. by 6f in. (plywood)
6. Disc cut from piece 5.
7 and 8. As patterns.
Components:
in. brass catch Hobbies No.
5475;
in. plastic knob No. 708; wall bangers
No. 121; panel pins; screws for fittings;
Glue; flock paper; cotton wool; linen and
silk remnants; plastic enamel paints.

In Festive Spirit

DRESSING THE TREE

T

H E Christmas tree, glittering with
looped garlands and pendant
ornaments, is as fine a symbol for
the happiness of the festival as we could
wish for.
Lovely though it is to look at, in all
its finery, the greatest pleasures of a
Christmas tree are to be found in the
creative activities of setting it up and
decorating the slender branches. Here
the shops and big city stores are willing
to help us with the brilliant array of
baubles and shining silver tinsels on sale,
but it is fun to augment the commercially
produced articles with individually made
items contrived from oddments of paper,
wool, pine-cones and waste' materials
to be found in every home.
Natural fruits can be selected and
adapted as hanging ornaments. Smaller
cones from pine trees, spruces and larch
can be painted silver or gold and suspended from the branches by loops of
fine wie Little rosy apples will look
attractive amongst the foliage, if they are
not permitted to become dry and
wrinkled. This idea came from Germany
from whence the Christmas tree was
introduced to England by Prince Albert,
the husband of Queen Victoria.
You might invent some new ideas
with hazel nuts and acorns. 'Peanut
Kisses' can be made with 'monkey nuts'
and crepe paper. Cut out slim paper
rectangles which can be rolled in tubes
around the nuts. Proceed to 'fray' the
shorter edges of the shapes by making
series of incisions, using sharp scissors.
Wrap the nuts in the papers, like toffees,
twist the ends and bend out the narrow
strips to form pleasing 'brushes'. Suspend the wrapped nuts in chains of three
or four from woollen threads. Suitable
colours for the papers are yellow, red,
white, light-blue and pale-green.

Strands of coloured wool may be
draped from branch to branch, but this
must not be overdone. Strings of 'flags'
can be prepared, using coloured gummed
papers and wool. The papers should be
folded in two before the flags are cut. A
variety of shapes can be made (see the
diagram). You can cut round, rectangular and triangular holes in the flags
for enhanced effects. Place the doubled
over flags upon a woollen thread before
sticking the gummed faces together to
obtain a satisfactory string of paper
shapes. Hang the flags where their
colours and forms will be most effectis e.
Bear in mind that the objects will make
intriguing shadows later on, if your tree
is placed near a plain wall.
Silver 'serpents' are made by cutting
4 in. diameter discs of aluminium foil
into spirals, starting at the edges and
working round towards the centres. The
twisted snakes will rotate prettily in
rising air currents if they are suitably
suspended from their centres by black
threads. The restless movements of the
silver spirals will add aquality of movement to your decorations.
Gifts hung upon the tree should not
be too bulky. Little objects can be placed
in matchboxes and wrapped in cheerfully bright papers. Use your imagination
when selecting small gifts. Some cheap
light metal and plastic toys will make
very useful ornaments which may be
later dispensed as gifts. Cigars in
aluminium tubes are acceptable to
smokers and sometimes these may be
purchased already 'dressed up' in novel
ways which will be appreciated by father.
Money gifts are always difficult to

MIL

present tastefully. Perhaps the cardboard
Kangaroo illustrated will be of assistance
to you. The creature is cut out in red or
dark blue, and a small 'pouch' in the
form of a folded paper strip is glued to
the abdomen. The money gift is pleated
into atidy pellet or fan and inserted into
the pouch.
Do not merely copy the ideas given in
this article, but experiment yourself with
other common materials. How about
magazine cutouts, miniature playing
cards, seashells, drinking straws, yid
greetings cards, twisted coloured pipe
cleaners and bright wooden spills? Remember that most of the items suggested
are inflammable. It is always wise to
keep your Christmas tree in a corner
well away from the fireplace and to use
electric lights to illuminate its branches:
never lighted candles.
(A.E.W.)

AN EFFICIENT PRINT PRESSER

D

ET AILS for making an efficient
photographic print presser have
been forwarded by Mr L. Flower
of Pontypool, Wales, who says that it is
quite suitable for the amateur photographer.
All that is needed are two pieces of
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hardboard 12 in. by 8 in., four
pieces of wood 12 in. by 3in. by I
in., and two 3in. nuts and bolts,
preferably with wing-nuts.
Screw the hardboard to the
wood making sure that the screwholes are well countersunk. It is
best to use the smooth sides of the
hardboard as pressing surfaces.
Drill holes through the centres of
the long pieces of wood to take the
bolts.
Mr Flower adds that it is best
to line the pressing surfaces with
blotting paper before pressing the
prints.
(E.)

AN OCCASIONAL
TABLE TO MAKE

T

H E table illustrated was specially
made to hold magazines. The popular magazines generally measure
13 in. by 10 in., or less, and the lower
shelf is used to accommodate a pile of
them.
Good quality hardwood such as oak
was used throughout. The legs arc made
from four 18 in. lengths, in. square. The
rails are ;,' in. by ein., and the shel‘ es are
f in. oak faced ply with a nice grain.
Some 1 in. quarter-round fillet is also
required.
Cut the four pieces for the legs. Mark
out the mortiscs for the joints. Each
measures ¡in. by }in., the ones for the
top rails being ¡ in. from the top of the
leg, and those for the bottom rails being
4 in. from the bottom of the leg. When
Cut out with the chisel, these holes will
meet in the centre of the leg. Chamfer
the top of each leg and then glasspaper
smooth.
Four rails are cut 15 in. long and four
11 in. long. This will allow for the cutting
of the tenons. When finished the long
rails are 134 in. the tenon being A in.
longer. As the tenons in each leg meet at
the centre it is necessary to mitre the end

By
Norman
E. Jenkinson
of each tenon as shown in
the smaller drawing. The
tenon will thus be
in.
long at one side and e„ in.
long at
the other. The
shorter rails are 94 in. long
when finished, plus the tenon
joint.
When the rails are finished
cut four lengths of I in.
quarter-round fillet 134 in.
long and four pieces 9¡ in.
long. These will act as supports
for
the
plywood
shelves. They should he. glued
and pinned to the rails on the
inside as shown in the small
diagram.
The legs and rails should
now be assembled to form
the skeleton of the table.
Glue the joints and allow to

set thoroughly before fixing the shelves.
The shelves are 14 in. by 10 in., but it
is wise to check the exact measurement.
To allow for the legs it is necessary to cut
a small f in. square of wood out of the
corners of each shelf. When the shelves
fit neatly, apply acoat of glue to the top
of the fillet and press the shelves in place.
Leave to dry under weights.
When set firmly, give a coat of stain
and finish with either french polish or
brush polish.

*********************
Next week's issue mill contain
a free design for making a most
popular
Christmas
toy
for
younger children — namely a
Jumping Clomn. Other festive
projects mill also be included.
Make sure of your copy.
*********************
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Interesting locos—No 40

L.B. az S.C.

6134*

CLASS ENGINE

•

I

N an early article in our series Idescribed the London, Brighton and
South Coast 'B4' class engine No. 59,
which had been rebuilt with the Phoenix
smokebox superheater. Our subject this
week depicts the 'B4' class as first built,
but provided with the Hotchkiss watercirculator for the boiler, which necessitated the provision of asecond dome on
the boiler barrel next to the chimney as
shown in the drawing.
This engine No. 53 Richmond (originally named Sirdar) carried this equipment from 1906-1915, when it was then
removed. This second dome contained a
reservoir, and the operation of the apparatus begins as soon as the fire is lighted.
The heated water rises to the surface and
passes into funnel-type receivers, whence
it travels upwards into the reservoir, the
latter having its upper half divided from
the lower half by a baffle, the effect of
which is to precipitate the mud always
found in a state of suspension in the
water, and to separate the oil also found
in the boiler. The air carried up into the
reservoir is discharged through a cock,
which also serves for the removal of
slight accumulations of grease and mud.
The bulk of these accumulated deposits are provided for by a blow-off
pipe leading from the bottom of the
reservoir (second dome), and leading
down below the level of the engine running plate, and then discharging. The
water thus freed from these impurities
returns from the reservoir by means of a
pipe, which conducts it to the lower part
of the boiler near to the firebox, so providing better circulation and assisting
evaporation. The operation continues
the whole time the boiler is at work or
even warm.
Another interesting engine of the 'B4'
class was No. 52 Siemens, which in 1902

was provided with the apparatus for
burning oil fuel on Mr James Holden's
G.E.R. system, but after some four
months' trial this equipment was removed. The 'B4' class engines later came
in for various alterations and modifications by Mr D. Earle Marsh in his
efforts to standardize the L.B.S.C. locomotives as far as possible. This included
altering the chimney, dome, and safety
valve cover, and the provision of equalizing bars between the springs of the
driving and trailing coupled axles.
The 'B4' class as originally built by
Mr R. J. Billinton in 1899-1900 carried

"wirrcH

the following leading details: cylinders
19 in. by 26 in.. wheels diameter bogie,
3 ft. 6 in., coupled 6 ft. 9 in. Heating
surface, tubes 1,509 sq. ft., firebox 126
sq. ft. Total 1,635 sq. ft. Grate area 24
sq. ft. Working pressure 180 lb. per sq. in.
Engine wheelbase 6 ft. plus 7 ft. 5 in.
plus 8 ft. 9 in. equals 22 ft. 2 in. Weight
in working order on bogie 16 tons, on
driving wheels 17 tons, on trailing
coupled wheels 16 tons. Total 49 tons.
The boiler, 4 ft. 8¡ in. diameter, contained 317 tubes of lk in. diameter. The
tractive effort was 17,729 lb.
(A.J.R.)

OUT FOR WHAT GOLF —(GULP!)— BALL?"
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R.A.F. APPRENTICESHIP

If you are between 14 and 16 you should enquire now about
an R.A.F. apprenticeship in Electrical and Instrument
Engineering, or in Radio Engineering—the finest training
in the country in the vital field of electronics. It is a
training that can help you to get to the top in a highly
technical and specialised world.

ONLY

It?._1 alarge tube

3 years training
As an R.A.F. apprentice your course can start as soon as
you are 15 and lasts for only 3 years against the 5 yelrs
usual in industry. You live well, you cat well, you have
every opportunity for sport and recreation, and you are
well paid from the day you join. You can earn up to
£6.9.6 a week all found during your training. Most boys
qualify as Junior Technicians at 18 and earn well over
£9 aweek all found.

2 CRAFT KNIVES
2 GOUGES
'V' TOOL
CHISEL

Boys who wish to be apprentices must be between 15 and
17 on entry and able to pass awritten exam—science and
maths are the important subjects. (G.C.E. at '0' level in
certain subjects exempts you from this exam.) Fill in the
coupon now! Find out what the R.A.F. can offer you!

The Future is with the R.A.F.
r- —
—
Write before December 31 to :R.A.F. Careers Information 'l
Centre (HS 858), Victory House, Kingsway, London, WC2 I
I Please send me without obligation, free illustrated booklets
giving details of service as an Apprentice or a Boy Entrant I
I tn the R.A.F. Enquiries from U.K. only.

CRAFT TOOL SET
This is one of the finest sets available for the craft worker, wood
carver, etc, working in wood, lino, leather,. perspex and other
materials. It is excellent value for the price.
*

Unbreakable amber handle with
separate tools.

*

In self-contained 5 in. x 3} in. plastic wallet with stud fastener
— acomplete unit.

'NAM

brus chuck to take six

*

Each piece has fine ground knife edges in high quality tool steel.

*

Spare blades available separately as replacements or additional.

ADDRESS

_DATE OP BIRTH

Price 211. 6d. From all Hobbies branches, etc, or by post 6d. extra.

!The Royal Air Force

HOBBIES L70. (DEPT.992),DEREHA M, NORFOLK
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Job for the camera

N

SHOP WINDOW DISPLAYS

ow that winter is on us some
amateur photographers will be
putting their cameras away until
the holidays come round again next year;
others, being keenly bitten by the photographic bug will be looking round for
fresh subjects to take during the darker
months.

By C. Robinson
May Ioffer, by the way of a suggestion, the photographing of shop window
displays; they make very fascinating
subjects for the camera and are freely
available in any large town or city.
Around Christmas time they are more
beautiful than ever and by selecting part
of the scene only very realistic pictures
are often the result.

'Conversation Piece'. Part of a large display can often make a nore
effective picture than the whole, as in this example. Retina IIIC HP3
film 1;60t/z/ f8. Microphen Developer.

An example of how price tickets may spoil an otherwise effective picture. Retina 111C HP3 film
1160th. f18. Microphen Developer.

Lighting and arrangement will
of course be in the hands of expert
window dressers, but you will also
be required to use your own skill
in selecting the best view points
and overcoming the technical
difficulties in producing your negatives.
In choosing your view point
care should be taken to ensure
that you are not including any
reflections from illuminated signs
or shop windows of shops on the
other side of the street in your
picture; by altering your position
slightly these can usually be
avoided. When photographing
models of people, as in my
illustrations, the same care should
be taken to avoid distortion as
when photographing live subjects.
When photographing live subjects
you tell the subject to alter the
pose to obtain the best effect but
with models you will have to
achieve this by your own choice
of. view point. Another thing
to watch out for before making
your exposure is to make sure
none of the price tickets or descriptions of the goods are in aposition to distract from the subject.
128

Lighting is usually adequate to permit
hand held exposures with medium speed
film in the camera, at fairly large apertures. If you wish to photograph larger
displays having a considerable amount
of depth requiring a smaller stop the
answer is either in using a tripod and a
longer exposure, or faster film. Naturally
exposures differ from window to window
and should be reliably determined by the
use of ameter. Care should also be taken
when adisplay is illuminated by coloured
bulbs which are much less actinic than
'white light'.
Using medium speed film for fairly
well lit displays Ihave found exposures
of 1/60th at f/4—f/5.6 possible; on using
a faster film Ihave been able to either
raise the shutter speed to 1/125th at the
same apertures or leave it at 1/60th and
stop down to1/8 7/711.
Care should be taken with processing.
As the subject is arather contrasty one it
can easily result in an excessively contrasty negative being produced by slight
overdevelopment.
This is of course only one of the subjects suitable for the darker months of
the year. There are many others, but I
think it is one you will enjoy attempting.
Some interesting pictures should certainly be the result.

THE FINEST
AIR RIFLES
MODEL SLAVIA 622
No. 2 BORE Approx. range 20 yards.
Weight 31 lb. Length 36 in.
The smallest .22
rifle available.
Precision rifled barrel, full length
butt, light trigger pull.

St Ay/1-'3.2.2

MODEL SLAVIA 6I8R
No. I BORE Approx. range
25 yards.
Weight 31 lb.
Length 36 in.
Precision ground solid rifled
barrel with pin front sight,
Adjustable rear sight. Powerful and accurate.

SLAVIA 6135

• Spares readily available.

AT

• Speedy repair service.

THE

KEENEST

PRICES

From Europe's finest arms factory, the world

• All rifles fully guaranteed.

famous BRNO works.

Available from sports outfitters and
gun shops. In case of difficulty

RELUM LIMITED, OSSULSTON STREET, N.W.1 EUSton 90889

write for name of nearest stockist.

Enjoy the thrill of enlarging
your own photos and becorno
expert operating this super

`AGISCOPE'
IT'S YOURS
FOR
r
ONLY I) /
dep.
then 4 monthly
payments of 30 -

Get it

Cash

NOW!

price

ENLARGER

only
£6-5-0

Here is the most
modern enlarger
everyone
can
operate at aprice
everyone can
afford.

* Coated lenses for
high definition
* Enlarges up to 12"
square on
baseboard
* 6 aluminium
-r 3 k t
i
b
masks for all
popular sizes

;

"ç-...s

THE
ANNUAL
WITH A
THOUSAND
HAPPY
HOURS

from
2 + -3 &
3Smm. to
* Baseboard of
Block
Board ensures freedom from warping
* Non-rust aluminum column
* Folds easily for storing

SMALLEY PHOTOGRAPHIC
(Dept. H), 221 DAWES ROAD, LONDON, S.W.6.

From
branches,
newsagents, stockists or send
2 6 (including postage) to

HOBBIES LTD, 992 DEREHAM, NORFOLK
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7hr/i/ foe/2e rhythm of STEAM
Get a

A real, working steam powered engine to operate other models or
to work on its own. Thrill to the hiss and puff of steam, the flash of
moving pistons and the smooth rhythm of the revolving flywheel.
Absolutely safe, beautifully made and smartly finished, a MAMOD
steam engine is a possession you'll always be proud to own and
to show your friends.
Manufactured by

MALINS (ENGINEERS) LTD,25-3 ICAMDEN STREET, BIRMINGHAM I
Telephone :CEN. 6175-6
54 page Edition

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM?
Price I'- (Postage 4d.)
Entirely new! Brief Guide to

INN SIGNS

Price I 6 (Postage 4d.)
Of all Booksellers
or
RALEIGH PRESS, Exmouth, Devon

I

I

100

DIFFERENT stamps free! Request }cl.
upwards discount approvals. — Bush,
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset.

MAKING YOUR HOBBY

LEARN

MAKE MONEY

RADIO & T/V SERVICING

HOW, WHY any handicraft can make money
for you —everything you should know.
40 pages of experience — 516 from

I

G. SEALE
Resent House, 26 Queen's Rd., Coventry

H

OM EW 0 R K ERS required to make up and
machine simple household goods. Experience
unnecessary. Good pay. Regular work. S.A.E. for
details to Dept. 28, Arnold, 10 Shelley Road,
Worthing, Sussex.

Grams.: MAMOD, BIRMINGHAM

PRINT YOUR OWN
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Many design combinations in shining embossed
silver and gold +multi-coloured metallic stars,
crescents, etc., gold transfer foil for drawingcoloured paper for 50cards—printing materials
for 100s. Fascinating—simple—unique. Complete outfit only 12/6 P.O. including postage
from THE EMBOSSPRINT COMPANY LTD,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

E

NJOY WRITING ?Then write for Profit.
Send for 'Writers' Handbook' (free) detailing
countless opportunities for beginner or experienced. — Writers' Ring (H W), 5 Edmund
Street, Birmingham.

It X AKE FRIENDS ANYWHERE (17-70).
.11,1..loin our Unique Club. — S.A.E. for details.
Personal Column Ltd, Falcon House, Burnley,
Lancs.

E4l EMUNERATIVE. RELAXING. Paint
"designs on paper. Flowers, Abstracts. Anything YOU wish. Exceptional opportunities,
beginners, others. Read exciting 'PRO FITA BLE ART' (free). Popular Art (HW), Clun,
Shropshire.

'WILL PAY worthwhile for one or more
VV compass lens combination, sandwich type,
stamped 'Made in England'. New, used. —
Alexei Zardezke, 340 Bowery, New York 12,
New York, U.S.A.

F

INE ART COLOUR PRINTS — Old
Masters, Landscapes, etc. for Calendars.
Framing, Table-mats, Miniatures, etc. Full
Value selection with Titles, Sizes, Price 51-,
or send for list. — `The Studio', Dept. •
H.,
31 Everest Drive, Bispham, Blackpool.
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for your OWN BUSINESS HOBBY

•

by anew exciting no-maths system, using practical equipment recently introduced to this country
FREE Brochure from: -RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. G8I, READING, BERKS.
22/11/61

F you have taken a lot of care in making a
'musical box, be sure to make it worthy by including the best Swiss movement — a REUGE.
Prices from 13/9. Wide range includes acharming
Dancing Ballerina. Many tunes to choose from.
Send for details in free booklet 'Profitable Leisure.'
— HOBBIES LTD, DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
p in PICTORIALS PLUS
BOHEMIA
HITLER SET FREE! — Request id.
upwards approvals. — A. Bateman, 1099 York
Road, Seacroft, Leeds 14.
'C'OR FIRST CLASS STAMP APPROr \PALS AND GIFTS — A.F. Stamps, 39
Kashmir Rd, Charlton, S.E.7. Postage 3d.

TP

THE PRACTICAL MAN AND
N V E N TORS. Have you any home-made
gadgets or ideas which you consider to be
marketable, especially those which appeal to
the housewife, handyman, do-it-yourself enthusiasts, anglers or hobbyists ?We are prepared to
manufacture in metal suitable items and arrange
the marketing, paying you a royalty on all sales
as certified by our Auditors. We are an old
established firm of engineers, young in ideas,
who are seeking new outlets, and invite you to
send in details to Box No. 44, Hobbies Weekly,
Dereham, Norfolk.

For a child

MAKE THESE

TOY

SCALES

UT one of A, two of B, one of C
and two of D from lin. wood with
,afretsa%%. Clean up and assemble
as indicated in the small sketch. Glue the
uprights Binto the base A and pivot the
arm C at the top of B. The pans are suspended by thin cord or cotton. Paint
white or cream. For play purposes use
coins as imitation weights.
(M.p).

FULL-SIZE
PATTERNS
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READER'S REPLY

/1 W

, 7 NOV.
1961

For the professional or amateur handyman
here is a device that was really needed. It
makes sand papering easier, quicker, more
economical and gives a better result too—
it uses all the abrasive paper uniformly.
A steel cylindrical container holds a roll
of abrasive paper

which

is

withdrawn

through aslot and folds round the resilient
rubber base where it is firmly held by
lingers and thumb — the rubber base enables the abrasive to make abetter all-over
contact.
As each portion is used to the limit. the
roll is pulled out just the width of the base

the new

again — no waste in time or material.

SL.IK

sander
Refill rolls of Cabinet paper in
fine, medium and coarse grades
are available. .
From Ironmongers. Hardware
and Do-it-Yourself Shops.

THE

CARBORUNDUM
TRAFFORD PARK

COMPANY LTD
MANCHESTER
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